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 Bit patterned media (BPM) is a promising approach for extending the data densities in 
magnetic hard disk drives (HDD) beyond those achievable by conventional continuous 
perpendicular magnetic recording (PMR) based on granular media. Bit patterned recording (BPR) is 
based on lithographically pre-defined magnetic bits or islands, each maintaining a single domain 
state. The thermal stability of a patterned magnetic bit is given by the product KuV, where Ku is the 
magnetic anisotropy energy density and V the volume of the bit, which pushes the super-
paramagnetic limit out to higher densities as compared to conventional media, where every bit 
consists of multiple magnetic grains and the much smaller grain volume determines the thermal 
stability limits. 

Magnetron sputtered [Co/Pd] multilayer (ML) thin films are good model systems for BPM 
fabrication due to their easily controllable magnetic properties [1-3]. Deposition parameters, such as 
individual Co and Pd layer thicknesses, number of repeats and sputter pressure allow good control 
over magnetic properties, such as anisotropy, saturation magnetization, coercivity and magnetic 
microstructure [4,5]. One crucial issue for the successful implementation of BPM is the control of 
the switching field and the switching field distribution (SFD) in order to ensure exact addressability 
of individual pre-defined bits without overwriting adjacent down- or cross-track bits [2,6,7].  

In my talk I will introduce general magnetic recording technology as used in today’s HDDs. I 
will outline why the current technology limits future density growth rates and present a fabrication 
approach for future BPM technology based on pre-patterned substrates and subsequent deposition of 
Co/Pd multilayers that can overcome those limits. I will develop different scenarios of how to 
possibly reach the addressability of single islands that is necessary for a successful introduction of 
BPM into HDD technology. Such approaches include directed assembly of block copolymer for high 
quality pattern generation [8,9], advanced media design for write field reduction and narrow SFD 
[2,10,11], investigating dipolar dot-dot interactions [12], reduction of trench noise [13] and 
thermally assisted bit patterned recording with high thermal gradients [14]. 
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